A decentralized ITS architecture for efficient distribution of traffic task management
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Abstract—In this paper, the attention is focused on the design of a new multi-layered architecture for vehicular environment. System will be able to gather information from vehicular devices. This will allow system to faster respond at emergency situation such as traffic jams or collisions. Distributed entities work at different layers exploiting cloud and fog computing in order to better distribute tasks along the infrastructure. Lower layer is composed of On-Board Units (OBUs) and RoadSide Units (RSUs) that exploits Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) protocols for inner VANET communications. At the Edge layer we propose fog computing nodes that gather data from RSUs for local processing and after an aggregation step they send data to an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) management system. The proposed architecture has the main goal to better respond to the network and traffic dynamics by improving performances of the ITS system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Every year in the world 1.25 million people die for road accidents an in one third of the cases the fault is the excessive speed. Because of the high number of people involved in car accidents the whole scientific and industrial communities are trying to design and develop new solutions able to tackle these problems. Vehicular environment raised in interest because new technologies can help to improve road safety standards. Moreover, these technologies allow us to collect enormous data about the environment and applying modern methodologies it is possible to act in a real-time way on traffic distribution to avoid traffic jams and reduce emissions. This is possible by developing ITS strategies and collecting big data from roads and environmental sensors. The increasing research and development activity in the ITS [1] environment is due to the huge diffusion of transport vehicles and, proportionally, to the number of accidents that happen. The possibility to use VANET standards and the related road infrastructures could help drivers to avoid accidents in the best case or reduce collision severity in the worst case. However, the road safety can be improved by using new communication standards. For example it is possible to reach this goal introducing into the driving system a new set of information about road conditions or enhancing drivers sight along the road [2]. The strength point of a typical VANET system is to allow multihop communication which makes faster messages dissemination along the network. Recent researches is trying to exploit IEEE802.11p to allow multi-hop communications [3] and to make an efficient data dissemination [4], exploiting ad-hoc connections that could be created on the IEEE802.11p-based network. However, it is also important to face off traffic and areas congestion because of their side effects on air and life quality. In these last year even more vehicles are traveling through our cities and often road infrastructure are not enough to tackle the increasing of vehicle flows. For these reasons it is important to develop new strategies able manage efficiently our roads. ITS systems may help us to reach this goal but new network solutions needs to be designed. In this work we present a solution for a more feasible ITS system which is able to exploit the benefits of a cloud solution where several data can be processed simultaneously for applying the best solution in terms of traffic distribution. Moreover, we add an edge layer where several local Local-ITS (L-ITS) instances are placed to manage locally a set of road network clusters, in which each RSU is called to manage its area of coverage.

The main contributions of the paper are the following ones:

• A Multi-layered architecture is proposed to manage Locally and Globally Traffic distribution along the interested area.
• Protocol communication rules and Intra-layer interfaces are proposed to allow a feasible and reliable message exchanging between entities.
• Road monitoring and data gathering mechanism are proposed to support local and global traffic optimization.
• Several Simulation campaigns have been conducted to demonstrate the goodness of proposal. A well known simulator framework has been utilized to realize protocol mechanisms for traffic re-distribution and traveling time reduction.

The paper organization is herein summarized : in Section II describes the proposed architecture, with its level and its main functionalities; the protocol communication is discussed in section III. In section IV main tasks distribution along proposed layer is illustrated; Finally, Section V describes the obtained simulation results and conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture is composed of three layers in order to make the system more scalable, efficient. It is able to respond faster to the dynamics of the network. Moreover, system acts to reduce traffic jams because of local management instances called L-ITS. The high level is composed of the cloud instance of global ITS where the human control, global analysis of collected data and distributed data management system take place. ITS cooperates with the local instances called L-ITS, which are instantiated on edge layer. These two layers are responsible of the management of interested area collecting continuously data from VANET layer. L-ITS exploits connections with RSUs to gather information about the monitored area. Globally, these information reach the cloud where the distributed ITS system tries to optimize vehicle flows by applying decision making algorithm. The output of these algorithms are realized in the real world by activating traffic lights and smart road signs where available. In this way, traffic optimization and a better distribution of vehicle loads along the area roads may help to reduce journey time. This strategy is commonly adopted by ITS but sometime it is not able to face in time traffic issues because of their speed. In fact, this dynamic events cannot be avoided and closer area to the origin of the problem are involved faster. To improve the capability of the system we introduced the L-ITS layer which is responsible of managing local area. Since it is placed closer to the environment to be monitored it is able to quickly recognize a possible issue. Therefore, some actions can be taken in a shorter time in order to avoid the spreading of traffic jams along closer areas. Thus, it may also dynamically change the city zone to restricted or unrestricted by allowing or not traffic flows in some areas. In order to make the system more scalable, efficient. It is able to respond faster to the dynamics of the network. Moreover, system acts to reduce traffic jams because of local management instances called L-ITS. The high level is composed of the cloud instance of global ITS where the human control, global analysis of collected data and distributed data management system take place. ITS cooperates with the local instances called L-ITS, which are instantiated on edge layer. These two layers are responsible of the management of interested area collecting continuously data from VANET layer. L-ITS exploits connections with RSUs to gather information about the monitored area. Globally, these information reach the cloud where the distributed ITS system tries to optimize vehicle flows by applying decision making algorithm. The output of these algorithms are realized in the real world by activating traffic lights and smart road signs where available. In this way, traffic optimization and a better distribution of vehicle loads along the area roads may help to reduce journey time. This strategy is commonly adopted by ITS but sometime it is not able to face in time traffic issues because of their speed. In fact, this dynamic events cannot be avoided and closer area to the origin of the problem are involved faster. To improve the capability of the system we introduced the L-ITS layer which is responsible of managing local area. Since it is placed closer to the environment to be monitored it is able to quickly recognize a possible issue. Therefore, some actions can be taken in a shorter time in order to avoid the spreading of traffic jams along closer areas. Thus, it may also dynamically change the city zone to restricted or unrestricted by allowing or not traffic flows in some areas. In Fig. 1, a possible representation of the designed architecture is depicted. Moreover, the L-ITS can interact with RSUs, this allows ITS to communicate with vehicles. Therefore, it is possible to notify information to the drivers interfacing the OBUs. In fact, each vehicle can re-evaluate its own itinerary based on new path computation with updated cost and constraints made by ITS strategies. The messaging system among vehicles and infrastructure is made exploiting Vehicle-To-Infraestructure (V2I) links. Message format is based on the use of Wave Short Message Protocol (WSMP) [6], [7], which allows Vehicle-To-Everything (V2X) communications [8]. The Vehicle-To-Vehicle (V2V) communication link is also used by vehicles to disseminate information as happens in common VANET architectures. Instead, regarding the Traffic lights and road signs they are controlled directly by L-ITS exploiting wireless link. In this communication segment we propose to use Machine to Machine (M2M) communication protocol. Regarding the core network, wired connections are used because of the delay constraints.

III. PROTOCOL COMMUNICATIONS

The overall system is based on the inter and intra communications between layers. We design an edge based architecture for better distribute the computational load allowing faster responses. The presented architecture is based on three different layers that perform traffic management tasks. Each layer can communicate with its surrounding layers exploiting dedicated interfaces. Then, a communication protocol uses these interfaces for sending messages between layers. Herein interfaces are summarized:

**High ITS-Interface (HITS-I):** it defines rules for exchanging data between L-ITS and ITS layers;

**ITS-Interface (ITS-I):** This interface provides communication between L-ITS;

**Low ITS-Interface (LITS-I):** it is used to exchange data between L-ITS and RSUs;

**VANET Interface (VI):** it is used by RSUs to implement V2V and V2I interfaces;

A. Vehicle Registration

In this section the behavior of vehicles is described in detail. When a vehicle begins its journey, it evaluates exploiting the knowledge of the map the Road_ID which it is starting. It sends a Registration request in a broadcast way with a WSMP. Several RSU may receive this message but only the RSU that manages those Road_ID registers the vehicle. It stores vehicle data in a dedicated memory area and generates an Acknowledgment message. Thus, no more register messages will be generated by the vehicle until it changes road. If no acknowledgment is received within a given timeout then another register message is sent. Moreover, this data aggregated data about registrations is collected to evaluate flow rates and road loads.

B. Issues management

In case of collisions or congestion, we proposed the following protocol rules. In Fig. 2 the collision management and the messages exchange between vehicles is shown. These procedures may help to improve the capability of the system to tackle this event. In particular, the event management is...
composed of several steps. In the reference scenario two vehicles generate a collision, suddenly vehicle generates a beacon message based on WAVE Short Message (WSM) protocol to inform RSU device to spread this event in the area. Moreover, this message is sent towards the L-ITS responsible of the area. It starts to manage the event by updating the status of the lanes involved into the collision. However, sometime local traffic management was not enough to solve traffic issues as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the ITS takes global decision to reduce congestion in the area of collisions blocking or limit incoming flows from surrounding areas which are managed by different L-ITSs. In order to better distribute message related to a specific event, messages are propagated towards its neighbors L-ITSs by using the ITS-I and towards the cloud instance of ITS by exploiting the HITS-I. L-ITSs provide information about collisions and its decisions such as forbidden access to a given area to the ITS regarding its area of interest. ITS will take under consideration these messages for the next map update process.

IV. DISTRIBUTED ITS TASKS

ITS tasks are distributed among global ITS and L-ITS. In this section, the main idea focuses on the possibility to exploit data collected by vehicles enhancing the capability of ITS to provide traffic solutions as fast as possible. This is achieved through the distribution of tasks along the defined layers. Fog computing [9] may help to reduce system response time analyzing data gathered from environmental sensors, speeding up the decision making processes. In this work, data are provided by vehicles and RSUs. These data are utilized to keep updated roads status.

A. Road Management

In this sub-section, we introduce how the area of interest is modeled to apply the proposed idea as in [10], [11] in which the following approach has been introduced.

The road network is modeled as a weighted oriented graph, \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V \) is the set of vertexes, \( |V| = 1, c \) and \( E \) is the set of edges, \( |E| = 1, m \).

Each edge \( e \in E \) represents a lane segment between two vertexes and it has an associated weight \( w \in W \) the number of vehicles on the lane, each vertex \( v \in V \) represents a cross roads or two lane junction. Fig. 3 illustrates the considered model. To be noted that the graph is undirected, \( e_{i,j} \neq e_{j,i} \).

Based on the definition and studies in [12] a density term can be defined as follows:

\[
(\pi_k)_{i,j} = \frac{(w_k)_{i,j}}{\text{length}(e_{i,j})} \\
\Pi_{i,j} = \sum_{k=1}^{N_{i,j}} (\pi_k)_{i,j}
\]

where \( w_{k_{i,j}} \) is the traffic density of the \( k \)-th sub-lane of the lane segment \( e_{i,j} \) (see Fig. 3 Lane 7 \( \rightarrow \) 8), defined as the ratio of \( w_{k_{i,j}} \) (that is the weight of the \( k \)-th sub-lane of the lane segment \( e_{i,j} \)) and the length \( l_{i,j} \) of the lane \( e_{i,j} \), while \( \Pi_{u,z} \) is the average density for the edge \( u, z \) and \( N_{i,j} \) is the number of considered lane segments (i.e., in Fig. 3 it is possible to note that a road between node 7 and node 8 is composed of 3 lanes) with \( k = 1, ..., N_{i,j} \). It is necessary to introduce \( k \) in order to take into account the possibility to have more lanes with same direction in a same road. In particular, from [13], [14] it can be written that for a motorway the capacity \( c_{i,j} \) of the lane \( e_{i,j} \) is:

\[
c_{i,j} = C_{i,j} \cdot FH_{i,j} \cdot FW_{i,j} \cdot FP_{i,j}
\]

where \( C_{i,j} \) is the ideal capacity, \( FH_{i,j} \) is related to the probability of having heavy vehicles, \( FW_{i,j} \) is a factor related to the width of \( e_{i,j} \), and \( FP_{i,j} \) is a factor related to the driver population. The criterion for choosing the best path is now illustrated. The algorithm (based on Shortest Path First (SPF)) is based on reducing the instantaneous road density on all segments and, consequently, the time spent on the road segments. The best path is chosen by:

\[
BEST_path_k(D) = \arg\min_k \{MCARS(path_k(D))\}
\]

where \( path_k(D) \) is the \( k \)-th available path to reach the destination \( D \). The \( MCARS \) term represents the considered metric. Considering the lane \( e_{i,j} \) belonging to the \( path_k(D) \), it is defined as:

\[
MCARS_{i,j} = \alpha \cdot \left[ \frac{w_{i,j}/\text{length}(e_{i,j})}{\text{max}_\pi \text{path}(D)} \right] + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \left[ \frac{\text{length}(e_{i,j})/\bar{v}_{i,j}}{\text{max}_\delta \text{delay}(D)} \right]
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a weight term (for giving more emphasis to density or to travel delay), \( \text{max}_\pi \text{path}(D) \) and \( \text{max}_\delta \text{delay}(D) \) are the maximum density and delay terms over all paths to destinations and \( \bar{v}_{i,j} \) is the average speed on lane \( e_{i,j} \). Given a \( path(D) \) composed by a sequence of segments, the total \( MCARS\text{[path_k(D)]} \) is just the sum of the each \( MCARS_{i,j} \) associated to each segment of \( path(D) \).
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A. Simulations Environment

In order to perform our simulations, we designed a custom simulator using the OMNet++ framework [15] building ad-hoc modules for the architecture implementation. Protocol messages and interfaces have been implemented in compound modules written in C++ language by extending Veins and Inet module. In particular, Inet framework has been utilized for creating the edge/fog layers and cloud services. These custom modules permit to realize the L-ITS and ITS modules, with the related communication interfaces. Vehicle environment has been realized by using the Veins module [16]. For creating the mobility scenarios we connect SUMO module [17] with Veins. Table I summarizes simulation parameters utilized.

B. Proposed Architecture Evaluation

Our proposal is compared with the common protocol used in VANET environments for signaling warning to others vehicles and another protocol based on cloud services where ITS runs its tasks to reassign traffic load around the covered area.

First of all, it is important to evaluate how the ITS system instantiated in the higher architecture layer impacts on traffic conditions. Regarding ITS implementation and its behavior we implemented a solution already proposed in the [18] where the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol is used to disseminate ITS messages in the VANET environment. In Figure 4 (a), the trend of average time that a vehicle spends in the city is depicted. In order to perform this simulation campaign we consider two kinds of collision with a low, medium and high severity degree. Here the average duration of collisions are 10, 15 and 20 minutes respectively. In case of increasing the map update time, the traveling time increases. In this scenario, we evaluate the capability of the system to respond at collision events or traffic jams. This behavior can be observed because system redistributes traffic density too slowly and it involves more areas. In this way, it is clear that ITS solutions only based on centralized services may not be enough to face congestion issues. In Figure 4 (b), it is possible to note that the increasing of update interval increases vehicle density in some area. This issue increases the collision probability. In case of high severity the number of measured collisions are lesser than medium severity because of a lesser average speed.

V. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the proposed architecture is evaluated to analyze its behavior in case of raising congestion or collision severity.

B. Road Monitoring

Road monitoring is an activity made by L-ITSs. It is made by exploiting data gathering by low layer devices such as RSU and vehicles. In details, it is possible to achieve data in a real-time way about roads status by elaborating messages exchanged in the VANET layer along the VI. In this work the L-ITS gather data from RSUs from WSMP messages such as POSition Updates (POSUPs) and Warnings messages. Since RSUs know how vehicles were moving along roads, it is easy to retrieve number of vehicles per road or lane. It is possible to understand the density of flows as well as road load status by measuring the lane density as shown in Equation (1). Warning messages, instead, can be used to understand if something is happening on a particular lane or road by analyzing the types of warning. Thanks to these data, it will be possible to react to dynamic events by actuating local policies for tackling congestions and collision side effects on traffic.

### Table I: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Parameter Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City Area size</td>
<td>11 Km x 12 Km</td>
<td>City map area size managed by ITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Flows</td>
<td>1 - 4</td>
<td>Regulate vehicle density in the monitored area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow 1</td>
<td>[50 - 300]</td>
<td>From 8am to 12pm: Vehicle per Hour (Vph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow 2</td>
<td>[50 - 300]</td>
<td>From 8am to 2pm: Vehicle per Hour (Vph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow 3</td>
<td>[50 - 300]</td>
<td>From 8am to 3pm: Vehicle per Hour (Vph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow 4</td>
<td>[50 - 300]</td>
<td>From 12am to 10pm: Vehicle per Hour (Vph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>From 6am to 11pm</td>
<td>Time of the day take into consideration for simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Power for VAN Device</td>
<td>20dBm</td>
<td>Coverage radius area for RSU devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX Power</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.8 GHz of frequency (IEEE802.11p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fading Factor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>fading factor in the vehicular environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX Antenna Gain</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RX antenna gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Antenna Gain</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>TX antenna gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Height of veh.</td>
<td>1.50 m</td>
<td>Vehicular antenna height from the ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Height of RSU</td>
<td>3.0 m</td>
<td>RSU antenna height from the ground</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4. (a) Average Traveling Time experienced by vehicle vs. Map Update Time; (b) Number of collision versus Map update Time.](image-url)
In this last scenario the ITS centralized approach is compared with the distributed and multi-layered proposal. In Figure 5 (a) the trend of traveling time is reported. It has been demonstrated that, in the case of the distributed approach, it is possible to reduce the queue waiting time by approaching faster to traffic issues, such as collisions or congestions. This allows system to respond faster to these events by rerouting vehicles and avoiding local congestions.

In Figure 5 (b) the average traveled distance per vehicle is depicted for centralized and decentralized ITS solutions. Here it is shown that the decentralized approach allows vehicles to travel a shorter distance than the centralized one. Since centralized ITS starts to react to events only when updated information are received, vehicle rerouting can be performed only after global map update. Moreover, it is demonstrated how the map updated interval influences the goodness of the found solution. With the increasing of the update interval, an increasing of the severity of the traffic jams in the surrounding areas has been observed. The result is the increasing of the traveled distance because of higher density factor per involved lane.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, a new distributed architecture is proposed to improve ITS management for enhancing the performance of traffic solutions. The main idea is to spread information collected by vehicles in the high architecture layers, distributing the elaboration tasks between local and global devices. In particular, the work shows how it is possible to attribute global policies and decision to ITS to perform rerouting policies to balance vehicle density among lanes to mitigate congestion and reduce the experienced traveling time. On the other side the L-ITS can perform local policies to take quick decision for tackling collisions or traffic jams events. Moreover, a protocol has been proposed to allow a more reliable and efficient data dissemination between layers. Finally simulative campaigns have been carried out to demonstrate the goodness of proposal in terms of number of collision and travelling time.
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